Senior Spotlight: Conor C.
I am a born and raised Caymanian and have lived here all my life. Previous to
CIS, I attended Triple C School until 6th grade when I moved to Cayman
International School. This transition was hard at first but as I got to know my peers it
became increasingly easier. I have now been at CIS for 5 years and have enjoyed
getting to meet people of many different cultures and backgrounds. I am a very
competitive person when it comes to sports and love to make people laugh. I find
that negativity can not only affect you but it can also have an impact on everyone
you encounter, which is why I feel it is important to have a laugh every once and
awhile. One thing people might not know about me is that I devote almost every
Saturday morning to coaching the youth teams of Academy Sports Club and helping
them develop their football skills.
My favorite family tradition has always been Christmas as every year we string
up lights and create displays in Spotts for everyone to see. There we also give out
presents to kids which is without a doubt my favorite part, as they always leave
smiling and happy. I am heavily involved in sports outside of school where I play
football almost every day of the week. I see this as a time to relax after a long day at
school. If I could have any superpower in the world, I would choose to be able to fly
so that I could travel anywhere at any time and experience the world from a bird’s
eye view. My favorite and the most important place on earth to me is Grand Cayman.
To some Cayman may seem to be a random little island, however to me it is where I
grew up and call home. “I have noticed that even those who assert that everything is
predestined and that we can change nothing about it still look both ways before
they cross the street” - Stephen Hawking. This quote is my favorite because I believe
that nothing is ever set in stone and that every single person is capable of changing
the outcome of a situation, even something as simple as a grade; everything is
possible.

